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EHFORCEMElli AND LICENSIN3 ACTIONS RESULTING FR0!! INSPECTOR'S
-

EVALUATION FOR R0 REPORT 50-219/73-03
.

i

This provides a summary of the issues raised in C. O. Gallina's i

evaluation memorandum. The attachment lists the issues which required !
enforcement or licensir.g action, how the issue is substantiated and the
action that was or will be taken. Enforcement action has been taken.
Licensing actions are covered in the Draft Environmental Statement for jOyster Creek. I was infonned, by D. liuller, L:ADEP, and R. Bevin, L:EP |(projectmanagerforDC),thattheinspectionreportandGallina'smemo
will be used in formulating technical specifications for the full-term
license.

Each issue is substantiated for the most part in the inspection report.
Therefore, the inspection report is as critical of the licensee as the
evaluation memo. However, two items in the evaluation are not inspec-
tion / enforcement matters and their disclosure could create problems. 1

These matters could affect R0 relationships with the licensee, i.e., !the cooperative attitude of management. The matters may have some
!legal implications, I do not know. The two issues are quoted from
|the memo and followed with some remarks.
j

1. "The inspector was surprised when the OC Technical Supervisor had |
!

to be notified by the inspector that two of the five OC air par- !
ticulate samplers had been inoperable for periods approaching 10
months. Throughout the inspection, the Technical Supervisor was

!very apologetic and made many excuses but at no time gave this i

inspector the impression that he (the Technical Supervisor) had
a firm handle on what was going on with the environmental moni-
toring program. Even the OC Station Superintendent was taken
back by the apparent lack of knowledge exhibited by the Technical
Supervisor when the items of noncompliance were discussed at the ;

!management interview. (This,by.theway,aftertheinspectorhad
!

previously reviewed the items with the Technical Supervisor alone.)" '
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_ Remark: It is evident I think, of the kind of problem that this
may cause in future relations with the licensee, specifically the
Technical Supervisor. It could be tsed as the basis for disci-
plinary action against the Technical Supervisor by JCPL.

I listened to a reading of a press release in the Asbury Park Press
presumably published August 3, 1973, which discussed the Inspector's
Evaluation. The press release only mentioned information in the
first sentence of the above quote. However, now that the evaluation
is out, JCPL may want a copy of it.

'

2. "At one point, the inspectors were presented with a stack of consult-
ant reports, one of which would have been quite damaging to JCPL with ~
respect to a lawsuit filed against it involving the shipworm problem
discussed in the report. Realizing the impact of the report I had
just read, I asked the licensee if they wished the report or informa-

* tion therein be kept proprietary. The Manager of Nuclear Generating
Stations,(JCPL),theSafetyandLicensingManager(GPU)andthe.

Safety and Licensing Project Engineer (GPU) all admitted that they
did not know what information th.e report contained, read the report
at that time, and concurred with me that it definitely should be
kept proprietary. This is but one example of the lack of control,
supervisions, and awareness provided by management over environ-
mental matters.

.

"(NOTE: Along the lines of current litigation in the afore- !
mentioned lawsuit, the licensee informally conceded that
the utility was responsible for the ecological changes in 1

Oyster Creek and the aggravation of the shipworm problem
therein.)"

Remark:

a. It is evident I think, of the kind of problem this could cause.
The press release, as I recall, did not mention the litigation
nor any access to proprietary information. It did state essen-
tially that Dr. Charles 0. Gallina substantiated the claim by
marina owners that operation of Oyster Creek aggravated or
caused shipworm problems which are harmful to marine owners.
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b. One crn read into the.above quote from the inspector's
evaluation that the inspector was being protective toward
the licensee, i.e., (quote) " Realizing the impact of the
report I had just read. I asked the licensee if they wished
the report or infonnation therein be kept proprietary."
(unquote) Further, after reading the report the licensee
representatives (quoto) " concurred with me that it definitely '

should be kept proprietary." (unquote)

The matters above could be used by intervenors in the hearing for the.

full-term license. One can only guess as to what extent, and the
purpose for which they would be used. The nyerall impression gained >

from the report and evaluation is that a thorough inspection was per-
formed. 'The do'cket shows that enforcement action has been taken. The'
Draft Environmental Statement, and discussion with Licensing reveal
that licensing action has been initiated. The report and evaluation ;

were prime movers in getting licensing action started; the report is
referenced in the environmental statement.

~

I can find fau1t with general aspects of the report and evaluation.

1. The inspection report and evaluation memo are extremely wordy
and generally do not follow the basic concepts of our documen-
tation procedures. The report and evaluation memo could have -
been shortened considerably without any loss of their punch. i

|

2. In this period of "backfitting" of NEPA requirements, i.e., I
preparing Environmental Statements for operating plants, the
inspection process should be coordinated with the licensing
process to eliminate any duplication of " evaluating" licensee
programs. Evaluating here is directed to the content of pro-
grams and not implementation. The evaluation memo covered both
program contents and implementation. We should concentrate on
the latter; this is our job.

1

l

I discussed this entire matter with J. P. Stohr and C. O. Gallina by
telephone on Friday evening, August 3. Stohr said, in effect, that

one of his first reactions was that evaluation memos should be
" tightened up". I told him that they should continue to be an expres-
sion of the inspector's feelings and opinions and should not be :

"santized" to any extent that would defeat their prime purpose. He |
seemed to agree with this.- Gallina remarked that "The only purpose
for which he would open his mouth in the future would be to change
feet."
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:I am prepared to discuss any questions you may have on the contents
of this memo. I will be discussing several minor matters relating
to inspection and documentation which arise from the issue with

-H. D. Thornburg in the near future.

\)-

2c L.NdLeo DWig@:'botham, Acting Chief
Environmental Protection Branch

Enclosure:-

As stated

cc: J. G. Dav'is
/H. D. Thornburg
'F. A. Dreher
J. G. Keppler
J. P. O'Reilly
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ATTACHMENT 1
-

.

A SUMMARY AND REMARKS REGARDING THE
INSPECTOR'S EVALUATION FOR R0 REPJRT NO. 50-219/73-03

The following lists the issues raised in Dr. C. 0.-Gallina's evaluation
memo for R0 Inspection Report 50-219/73-03. Theinitialsentence(s)in
the numbered items are quoted or paraphrased from the inspector's
evaluation memo.

1. "My overall evaluation of the program is that it is essentially.

nonexistent." -

Substantiation: Summary of findings and paragraph 3 to 18 of
Report 73-03.

.

Enforcement action: Letter to licensee, June 12, 1973 and R0
Report 73-08.

Licensing action: The R0 Report 73-03 was discussed and referenced
in the Draft Environmental Statement for Oyster Creek. While no
. specific mention was made that the implemented environmental program j
was deficient, the summary and conclusions of the Statement said.

1

" Prior to the issuance of a full-term operating license, the applicant '

will define a comprehensive' environmental monitoring program for in-
clusion in the Technical Specifications which is acceptable to the
staff for determining environmental effects of plant operation." The
Statement discusses three specific items under this that relates to
control of discharge temperatures and fish kills. The statement also
says, "If, in the course of time, harmful effects or irreversible
damage due to plant operation are detected, the applicant will pro-
vide both an analysis of the problem and a proposed course of action
to alleviate the problem."

I discussed the proposed specific licensing action that was to be
taken to implement the above statements with Dan Muller, L:ADEP;
and R. Bevin, L:EP, the project manager for Oyster Creek, on
August 3, 1973. I was informed that a meeting was scheduled with
Oyster Creek on August 27, 1973 to discuss the Environmental State-
ment and Technical Specifications. The discussion concerning
Technical Specifications would include all the specific items
raised in Gallina's evaluation and in the Inspection Report.

,
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2. "The radiological program is apparently an extension of the
preoperational program for the site and as such is in need of
extensive upgrading."

Substantiation: Paragraphs 5 through 18 of Report 73-03, and in
Report 73-08.

,

Enforcement Action: Referred to licensing and covered in Report
~

73-08, the results of the interview with licensee management.

Licensing Action: Same as item 1 above..

3. " Lack of manpower to undertake and run a meaningful environmental
program at*0yster Creek."-

.

Substantiation: . Paragraphs 4, 6.- 7, 8, 10, 11 of Report 73-03.

j Enforcement Action': Letter to licensee, June 12, 1973, and R0
)Report 73-08.,

.

Licensing Action: Same as item 1 above.
,

,

'

4. "An apathetic attitude of management at both the site and at the
;

corporate level of JCPL and GPU." |.

Substantiation: Paragraphs 3 through 18 of Report 73-08. j

Enforcement Action: Letter to licensee, June 12, 1973; and !
'

paragraph 3 of Report 73-08.

Licensing Action: Not itemized specifically in the DES'but the,

R0reportwasconsideredinpreparing)theitemincludedinthe
-

Environmental Statement (item 1 above . This is covered in a '

report prepared by R. Bevin L:EP project Manager to Dan Muller,,

L:ADEP as a result of this present matter wherein he states,
"That the conditions at the plant, both with respect to 'onsat-
isfactory operating conditions and administrative _ apathy cited
in R0 Report 73-03, would be reflected in environmental tech
specsthat(will)beimposedupontheplantpriortoissuance

,

of a full term license." 1
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5. " ...the DC Technical Supervisor had to be notified by the inspector
that two of the five OC air pa'rticulate samplers had been inoperable
for periods approaching 10 months."

Substantiation: Paragraph 5 of Report 73-03.

Enforcement Action: Letter to the licensee, April 26, 1973, enclosure
1 items 2, 3 and 4.

.

.

Licensing Action: None required
.

6. "The non-radiological programs are also in very poor condition. Water
quality parameters are only monitored (when monitored) three times a
year." '

Substantiation: Paragraph 16 of Report 73-03.

Enforcement Action: Letter to licensee, April 26, 1973.

Licensing Action: Same as item 1 and 4 above.

(Continuedfromitem6above)
"Results from measurements such as this are meaningless. I would
strongly recommend a detailed review in this area by DL since JCPL
is planning to put a second unit on this same site." ,

'

'

Substantiation: This remark is directed to the monitoring in item 5
above, i.e., water quality monitoring.

Enforcement Action: No legal basis for this.-

Licensing Action: Same as item 1 and 4 above. As a result of {Report 73-03, the project manager (R. Bevin) made a trip to the '

OC site. This trip is covered in his report to Dan Muller.
!

7. "JCPL and GPU rely heavily on consultant reports but appeared to be I

totally ignorant of their contents." l
|

Substantiation: Somewhat vague in paragraph 3 of Report 73-03, but |mainly from inspector's evaluation, j

Enforcement Action: Covered in general terms ir the June 12, 1973
letter to the licensee and Report 73-08.

)
Licensing Action: . No specific action required, but it should be
corrected by imposing Technical Specifications as discussed in
items 1 and 4 above. i

,-
,
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8. ...IgottheimpressionthatpublicrelationsatJCPLisnonexisten$''

also. The company (JCPL) appears to be insensitive to ... inquiries
(from the marina owners) unless forced into it by adverse publicity."

Substantiation: Paragraph 22a of Report 73-03.
.

Enforcement Action: No legal basis; discussed informally with licensee

Licensing Action: None required

*

9. "The temperature problems have come up before and the way the upper
limit of temperature is measured at the temperature buoy in Barnegat
Bay virtually gives 0C the freedom to discharge effluent at any
temperatur'e it desires provided the temperature at the buoy never
exceed 95'F." .

Substantiation: Paragraph 22c and 23e of Report 73-03.

Enforcement Action: None. Directed to Licensing.

Licensing Action: Discussed specifically in the Environmental
Statement, section 5.2; and in the Summary and Conclusions which

.

lstates that they will impose Technic,a1 Specifications acceptable
to the staff. -

.

10. "The shipworm problem appears to also be well founded based on my |

observations. According to the proprietary report I read by i

Dr. Wurtz to JCPL as mentioned earlier, the incidence of shipworms
in Oyster Creek was a factor of two greater than in the control
creek (StoutisCreek)."

Substantiation: Paragraph 22 of Report 73-03 and in the Inspector's
Evaluation.

Enforcement Action: None. Directed to Licensing.

Licensing Action: Discussed specifically in the Environmental State-
ment in section 5.2. The discussion in the Statement does not
specifically state that Licensing action will be taken. However,
it is implicit in the Draft Environmental Statement, "If, in the
course of ti.me, harmful effects or irreversible damage due to plant

,

operation are detected, the applicant will provide both an analysis
of the problem and a proposed course of action to alleviate the

. problem."
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11. "Looking at the overall inspection results, including observations
by all three inspectors, I would make the following recommendations."

"A. The overall radiological environmental monitoring program be
jointly reviewed by DRO, DL and the licensee in order to
arrive at an acceptable monitoring program..."

"B. The overall non-radiological environmental program should be<

reviewed by DRO, DL and the licensee in order to...etc."

Action: This is covered in the DES as quoted in item 1 above.
Licensing has scheduled a meeting for this purpose on August 27,
1973. This meeting had been scheduled for an earlier date but
has been delayed for various reasons.

.

J "C. It is recommended that based on the number and nature of
1 the items of noncompliance found, ..... corporate manage-

ment .... be called in to R0:I for a management meeting;

with the Director."!

1

Enforcement Action: This was done and the results reported
i in a letter to the licensee dated June 12,-1973 and in
. Report 73-08.
4

~

q<o .e .

Compiled 4 information supplied by F. Dreher, J. P. Stohr, D. Muller,'

R. Bevin, and the documents referenced herein.
J
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generspean to File Septaser 12, 1973
)
!

TEI2FRouI CALL To an. Don Ross, puacun or muctaAR ammunav0R STATICES.
1 JERgET CENTRAL FOWER & LtdNIT CtBIPANY - DOCKET 90. 50 219
'

<

: D. L. Cephton stated at about 8:20 a.m. 9/12/73 - to ter. Don toes that
i he wished to oeuvey his large eencerns in the metter of the tweest ywer )

eutage that occurred en 9/8/73, and ditch was reported an an Abaeralj
4 Occurrence. It was further stated to Mr. Ross that the fact the's the
! diesel generators were the only poser source remaining at t W e during ]
] this incident, and in light of the number of prior porblems with diesel

generators failing to start, or inoperative dieet.1 gener w s; this entire i
4

matter was considered to be very, very serious. Mr. Esse stated that he
recognised the seriousness of the incident, and that eersey osotral had;

I straady proceeded to take measures to further improve the rsliability of
I the diesel generators. He stated that at this very moment their CORB,

off-site Safety Review Commaittee, was holding a meeting (note, this was
,

a scheduled meeting), and discussing ways in which to improve the re-,

j liability and dependability of the diesel generators. It was stated
i to Mr. Ross that I personally consider CC-1 very, very lucky that they 1

had two diesel generators operating at the time of this incident, par- );

ticularly in view of the fact that the generators were jockeyed on an |

off-line and subjected to fault tripauts; the fact that both generators |
did not fault at tho'same time (except for one instance of about 15 l

seconds) during this specific incident was a fortuitous event. Mr. Ross j! -

| stated that he did not consider it luck -- that there were other factors i

j involved.

| D. L. Caphton further stated to Mr. Ross that be was very, very concerned in
; the matter of the differential relay tape being connected incorrently by out ;
' of plant relay people. Mr. Ross stated that action was being taken to cor- 1

|

: rect this situatten. He further added that he would suspect that other
' plants had this sene situation of using outside relay people. It was stated i

that this was a clear example of the lack of a quality Asertence & Control'

Program at this plant. D. L.caphton stated that he was very mach concerned |'

I that this facility appeared to be not meeting their requirements under the |
las of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3, QA criteria. It was further stated that these |
statements of opinion were based upon my visit to their plant two weeks ago, ;

; plus information that I as currently receiving from our inspector abo is at
the plant today, ter. Ross spoke of havtag a staff now actively working on,

OPS
: omca> __,,, ,, _

Caphton/her
SU8mAME > __

9/14/73,

DATE > . . . . . , ,,,,,, , , ,

Perun ABC Ste (Rev. 9-$3) ARCM 0240
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the QA Programi and thought that they usutd have a program by next year.t

',

3. L. Caphten stated to Mr. Ross that the insiementation of a QA Program;
"

was needed today sad should be availdte within days. Mr. Ross stated that
he usu14 make a momerandum of Mr. Cashtsa's esammats and see to it that his

,

-i
samassment receives a eeyy of it, plus the perssenet westing as the QA Pro-. :

'

Mr. Ross added he resten 64 that he would be heerf.as fussi es as agram.
result of the inspection at their fasility. I stated that this womid be |

'

i
' a fast.

!

The emmearsations with Mr. Bass were essgestal and friedly; hoesser,|

4

besimesslike. Mr. ases samed to be rosysmaive to the esseerns raised. 1

! Se alas subsequently learned from ser inspester at the ette that the
plant saperintendent had besa sabesguently infeemed abset this telesen.

4

I
;

1

!

! D. L. Cayhton, santor |

| maaetor Inspector, BWR |
'

1

i !

cc: James P. O'Railly

i R. T. Carlson
i Edward G. Greenaan
I P. Nelson ,

M.' Howard;
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